Northern Nevada Industrial Real Estate Market
WAREHOUSE CLASSIFICATIONS
Building
Class

A
B
C

Rental Rates Eave Height

Fire
Sprinkler
System

Column
Spacing

Roof
Membrane

Typically, 2%
smoke vent /
skylights. Brings
lots of natural
light to the
warehouse.

Typically, a single 480 Volt, 3 Phase. T-5 or LED. Most
ply membrane.
Large amperages. energy efficient
Widely
lighting system
considered the
available today.
best roof for this
application.

Cambridge type
system.Very
energy efficient
and can be
used in summer
months to
introduce cool
night air.

125’ Deep. Gives
best flow of
truck traffic and
assures that all
docks can be
utilized.

Considerable
extra trailer
storage generally
provided.

These top of
the line facilities
tend to be the
most efficient
to operate from
a flexibility
standpoint, as
well as least
fixed cost
for utility
consumption.
Best employee
morale location.

Typically 1%
smoke vent /
skylights.

Typically older
roof. Built-up
roof system.
Roof integrity
depends on
maintenance
history.

208 or 480 Volt.
3 Phase. Modest
amperages.

Gas fired unit
heaters. Older
systems heat
space well but
not energy
efficient. No
ability to
introduce cool
night air.

Varies from 100’
to 75’. Truck
power units
may be parked
in the street.
Maneuvering can
pose a challenge.

Generally, scarce
trailer parking.

These facilities
can serve to
distribute most
products and are
a value to those
who care to
work from them.
Some may be
in a more flood
prone area.

Typically glue
Typically 1%
laminated wood smoke vent /
beams and wood skylights.
joists.

Typically older
roof. Built-up
roof system.
Roof integrity
depends on
maintenance
history.

208 Volt. 3 Phase. Metal Halide.
Low amperages. Second
generation
lighting system
or fluorescent
tubes.

Gas fired unit
heaters. Older
systems based
on # of units.
Not energy
efficient. Prone
to needing
replacement.
No ability to
introduce cool
night air.

Varies. Generally
truck power
units will be
parked in street.
Maneuvering can
be a challenge.

None.

These older
facilities are
best suited for
low volume
distribution
operations
or for
manufacturers
who do not
need the taller
eave heights.
208V power can
be problematic
to some.

Built to the
highest market
standards. Either
Build to Suit or
about 2% to 4%
of the overall
size of the
building.

Typically,
attention
is given to
modern building
aesthetics, added
treatments at
the entrances
and to
landscaping.

Generally, 4
docks per each
50’ column
bay. Allows
for maximum
operational
flexibility. 30k
lb. pit levelers
on every other
dock typical.
Dock seals and
lights also typical.

Typically, very
little attention
to building
aesthetics
nor entrance
identification.
Older
landscaping.

Dock count
Can vary. Wood
varies but
or metal.
generally 25k
lb. levelers or
E.O,D found.
Dock seals and
lights typical. May
have deferred
maintenance.

Little to no
attention paid
to building
aesthetics or
to entrance
identification.
Oldest
landscaping.

Dock count
varies and may
be inadequate
for warehousing
operations.
Some docks
have levelers,
dock seals may
be torn and
dock lights
may be missing.
Expect deferred
maintenance.

32’ and up.
Allows maximum
utilization of the
“cube” of the
facility.

ESFR allows
maximum
storage height
of product
without in-rack
sprinklers.
May allows
for cheaper
insurance rates.

50’ x 50’ allows
for maximum
flexibility for
racking layouts.

Generally 10%
to 20% less
than Class A in
typical market
conditions. NNN
fees tend to be
about the same
percentage
lower than Class
A.

24-28’ allows
decent racking
height, but less
than Class A.

.33/3000 sq. ft.
allows lower
maximum
storage height of
most products
than with ESFR.

Varies. Largest of Varies. May
48’ and shortest find older
of 40’.
finishes and/
or mismatched
finishes. May
find out of
proportion sized
offices.

Scheduled piping Varies 24’ to 45’.
system allows
lowest maximum
storage height
of most
products. Some
products may be
precluded.

Skylights

Aesthetics

Generally
highest of the
three classes.
NNN fees tend
to be highest as
well.

Generally more
18-20’ allows
than 25% less
only short
than Class
racking height.
A rates in
typical market
conditions. NNN
fees tend to be
50% to 70% of
Class A.

Dock Count Roof
& Equipment Structure

Offices

Varies. Will
likely find older
finishes with
mismatched
finishes. Probably
will find out of
proportion sized
offices.

Open web
girders and
joists. Allows
light and fire
sprinkler flow to
pass through.

Electrical
Services

Lighting

Metal Halide.
Second
generation
lighting system.
Many properties
have been
upgraded to T-5
system.

Warehouse
Heating

Truck Court

Trailer
Parking

Comments

Northern Nevada Industrial Real Estate Market
WAREHOUSE CLASSIFICATIONS
Building
Class

D
E
A
D

Rental Rates Eave Height

S
T
O
R
A
G
E

By far the lowest Varies.
in the region.
Significantly
below market.

Fire
Sprinkler
System

Column
Spacing

Varies.

Varies.

Offices

Aesthetics

None or
unusable.

None.

Dock Count Roof
& Equipment Structure

Varies, but docks
in place.

Varies.

Skylights

Roof
Membrane

Yes.

** Commercial use viability is generally described as properties which have the following minimum features: Commercial truck access for over the highway truck/trailer rigs & 24’ delivery
trucks, loading docks (most), drive-in grade level doors for large vehicles, employee & customer parking, US Postal Service pick-up and delivery, access for UPS/FedEx and L.T.L. shipping
and receiving, ADA access and bathrooms, heated warehouses and adequate lighting for minimal warehouse operations.

Electrical
Services

Lighting

Warehouse
Heating

Truck Court

Trailer
Parking

208 volt

T-12

Gas fired.

90 feet

Varies.

Comments

Functionally
obsolete
buildings. No or
little commercial
future use. **

